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Get inspired with these tips to set up your own fun
 
 
Make it a challenge 
 
It’s no fun if it’s too easy, so place some of the 
pictures high up, low down, partially hidden…
 
 
 

Find the prize 
 
Add to the excitement by hiding 
along your trail, or a big prize at 
 
 
 

Use it again 
 
Laminate the pictures before you set up your trail
– they’ll be shower-proof so will last longer, and
can be used again and again :O)
 
 
 

Give some clues 
  
Write clues to lead people around your trail 
the tag templates to write them on.
 
 
 

Leave signs 
 
Use twigs and stones to create natural 
Make simple arrows that are easy to follow,  
devise a code of signs people have to crack :O)
 
 
 

Fab facts 
 
Place a fascinating fact at each point of the trail
- each fact could reveal the answer to 
 

Remember to leave the wood or park as you found it
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tips to set up your own fun-packed nature trail

place some of the 
pictures high up, low down, partially hidden… 

Add to the excitement by hiding small rewards 
or a big prize at the end of it :O) 

es before you set up your trail 
proof so will last longer, and 

can be used again and again :O) 

Write clues to lead people around your trail – print 
the tag templates to write them on. 

es to create natural signposts. 
Make simple arrows that are easy to follow,  or 
devise a code of signs people have to crack :O)  

Place a fascinating fact at each point of the trail. You could also link the
reveal the answer to a crossword clue. 

 

r park as you found it and take any pictures or clues you
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packed nature trail: 

. You could also link these to a puzzle 

you’ve used home with you. 


